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ABSTRACT
Pituitary non-functioning adenomas may be detected based on pituitary insufficiency, eye field complications
or headache, etc, so called pituitary mass syndrome.
We introduce a series of three cases of non-functioning pituitary macroadenoma with a different management
based on local anatomy of the tumour and complications, as well as the tumour speed of growth.
Non-functioning macroadenoma, even rare, require lifetime follow-up and a rigorous multidisciplinary decision of intervention.
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Introduction
Pituitary non-functioning adenomas may be detected based on pituitary insufficiency, hyperprolactiemia, visual field complications or headache,
etc, so called pituitary mass syndrome (1,2,3). Typically pituitary incidentaloma have less than 1 cm
diameter and they have a prevalence of 10% in previously unselected cases (4,5,6). The most frequent
secretor pattern of a pituitary adenoma is non-secretor while the most secretion, if any, is of prolactin (3,7,8). Somatotropinoma and corticotropinoma
are rarer and typically this types of tumour is associated with a specific phenotype, independent of
pituitary mass syndrome (9,10). The non-functioning pituitary macro-adenoma are rarer than microadenomas and they may be accidentally detected or based on local complications (11).

Aim
We introduce a series of three cases of non-functioning pituitary macroadenomas with a different

management based on local anatomy of the tumour
and complications, as well as the tumour speed of
growth.

Material and method
This is a three cases report. The imaging and endocrine data of the patients are introduced and discussed.

Case reports
Patient 1
This is a 40 years old non-smoker male known
with non-secretor pituitary adenoma since the last 5
years. At the beginning of the diagnosis, the maximum diameter was of 1.5 cm and the tumour was
detected because he presented an episode of headache and blurted vision which was spontaneously
remitted at that time. The endocrine investigations
at that moment showed a negative secretor tumour.
The recommendation was to follow-up the tumour
every 6 months but the subject delayed the assess-
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ments. Currently the tumour has the largest diameters of 2.7 by 2.5 cm with intra- and supra-sellar extension (Figure 1). Also multiple areas of small
necrosis and calcifications are detected at the level of
tumour. The hormonal panel is negative for pituitary
insufficiency or hyper-secretion. No eye field anomaly is found. Selective hypophysectomy is performed
because of the tumour rate of growth. No endocrine or
eye complications are registered immediately after
surgery. The pathological report confirms a pituitary
adenoma. A remnant of 1.3 cm is detected at first
magnetic resonance imaging which was performed 3
months after selective hypophysectomy.
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evolution. The imaging techniques identified a pituitary macroadenoma of 3.8 by 3.1 cm with bilateral asymmetrical extension at the level of cavernous sinus (Figure 2). The endocrine assays are
normal. He has a selective hypophysectomy done
with a partial remission of the optic chiasm syndrome and relapse one year after surgery with indication of re-intervention.
Patient 3
This is a 52-year old non-smoker female known
with a pituitary macroadenoma with negative secretor profile since last 5 years. She had approximately one episode of mild headache per week with
amelioration under usual analgesics. The initial diameter was of 1.5 cm and the tumour displayed a
slow rate of growth without compression effects
except for a potential connection with mild episodes of headache (one every one to two weeks)
which continued with the same pattern (Figure 3).
The decision to delay surgery was done and the patient was offered cabergoline up to 2 mg per week
to potential shrinkage effects. Close follow-up is
necessary.

FIGURE 1. Pituitary non-functioning macroadenoma:
magnetic resonance imagery aspect on an adult male.
The maximum diameters are 2.7 by 2.5 cm. The patient
does not associate any endocrine anomalies of the
pituitary gland

Patient 2
This is a 36-year old non-smoker male who recently developed optic chiasm syndrome with rapid

FIGURE 3. Pituitary non-functioning macroadenoma:
magnetic resonance imagery aspect on a menopausal
female without mass effect

Discussion
The following aspects are mentioned regarding
the presented cases.
FIGURE 2. Pituitary non-functioning macroadenoma:
magnetic resonance imagery aspect on a 36-year old
male. The largest diameters are 3.8 by 3.1 cm

Large macroadenomas on young adult males
The lack of hypogonadism or other endocrine
anomalies like secondary hypothyroidism, adrenal
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insufficiency as well as normal ingesta/excreta profile delay the diagnosis of a large pituitary mass
(12). In both cases the non-endocrine complications of the tumours as eye field involvement or
intense headache episode were suggestive for the
mass effect (12). The required surgery in these cases has a relatively low rate of success depending of
tumour features and neurosurgeon’s experience
(13). Re-surgery selective or not, or even trans-frontal approach must be taken into consideration in
case of post-operatory persistent disease (14,15).
Radiotherapy may stop tumour growth but it is better to be delayed in young patients because of the
risk of central hypogonadism (16). The index of
proliferation value Ki67 was of 2% in the first case
and this might explain the relative high rate of
growth which is rather unusual for a typical pituitary tumour.
Cabergoline for non-functioning pituitary
macroadenomas
The third case is actually detected as an incidentaloma and thus probably the slow evolution. The
adjuvant therapy with cabergoline is the only drug
that could help up to 25% of cases, a drug representing the first line therapy for prolactinomas and also it
displays a mild effect on controlling the growth hormone excess in acromegaly especially in combinations with somatostatin analogues (17-19).
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Optimal strategy of macroadenomas follow-up
The first male we introduced was not assessed
for 5 years since tumour detection and then the tumour required immediate intervention. Also regarding the menopausal female case neurosurgery
was not considered optional yet because of the low
speed of growth and non-compressive anatomy of
the tumour. The best timing to repeat imaging scans
like magnetic resonance imagery or computed tomography for non-functioning pituitary macroadenomas that are not considered candidates for immediate hypophysectomy is still controversial (20,21).
If non-secretor microadenomas may be assessed
every 1 year and then every 2-3 years, the first assessment for a macroadenoma is needed after 6
months during the first 2-3 years and then yearly if
the tumour is stationary (20,21). One study found
that a volume growth more than 0.88 cm3/year at
magnetic resonance imagery allows the rescan after
2 years while less than mentioned cut off indicates
a rescan after 4 years (22). The natural history of
pituitary macroadenomas conservatory treated is
still a heterogeneous topic (20-22).

Conclusion
Non-functioning macroadenoma, even rare, require lifetime follow-up and a rigorous multidisciplinary decision of intervention.
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